Seamless Day FAQ
1. What would the new facility include/require (rooms, sq footage, parking) and how have
estimated costs been determined?
One modular unit based on 20 children. Parking already exists on “Our Street”.
2. Will there be a charge for the before and after school childcare?
To be determined through more discussion with various Ministries.
3. Could a local contractor/community vision for the building be considered?
Must meet Ministry of Education Standards.
4. How would Winlaw School's/the PAC's involvement work?
Fundraising one-third of costs and possibly ‘Gifts in Kind’.
•

Would there be a contract and who would sign it?
Yes. PAC and the Secretary-Treasurer.

•

When would the final costs be determined?
Details would be worked out once approved by Board of Education.

•

Can Winlaw's contributions be capped to give us certainty about
fundraising commitments?
Yes.

•

When and how would Winlaw's contributions be made?
A timeline would be worked out with Secretary-Treasurer.

•

•

What if we are unable to raise the total funds?
We would deal with that when and if the time came. We heard clearly
that you would be able to fundraise A sincere effort would be
expected.
What grants could we apply for (and would we be excluded from some
grants due to the nature of the project)?
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There are lots of opportunities through CBT
organizations. We would assist as much as possible.
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5. Can we receive some kind of assurances that this facility will address capacity issues
and remove reconfiguration and closure discussions from the table for Winlaw for the
duration of this facilities plan, or beyond?
Closure is NOT on the table. Reconfiguration remains on table, especially if this
resolution is not selected by Board of Education. We need to make some sort of change.
The selected change must assist in addressing capacity and educational support service
concerns moving forward.
6. Is enforcing catchment tied to this proposal, or separate? We understood that this was
not an option previously.
Separate. It was not an option previously; we have added it for this meeting in order
to ensure all options we have discussed to date are made public. Hope this helps.

